toys and accidents

How many accidents are caused by toys?
Every year in the UK over 35,000 children under 15 go to hospital after an
accident involving a toy. The majority of these accidents happen to
toddlers between one and three years old.
The following toys are associated with particularly high numbers of
accidental injures:
Toys that children ride on such as cars or rocking horses can cause cuts,
bruises or fractures if children fall from them. Each year there are over
5,500 injuries caused by this type of toy.
Toy boxes cause nearly 4,000 accidental injuries each year. Over 70 per
cent of these accidents involve children between one and four years old.
Model cars, planes and trains are also responsible for nearly 4,000 visits to
A&E each year. Many of these accidents involve children under three and
are caused by small parts in these toys.
Soft toys such as teddies, dolls or action figures cause more than 1,500
accidents each year. As with other toys, it is the under three that are most
at risk and small parts such as eyes, buttons or pieces of stuffing that
cause many of these accidents.
Toys that fire objects, such as toy guns or bows and arrows, water pistols,
or catapults, cause over 1,000 accidents each year.
As well as accidents associated with the toys themselves, injuries also
happen when children – and adults – trip on toys. The most serious of
these accidents occur when toys are left on stairs or steps.
How can accidents involving toys be reduced?
It is very important to choose the right toy for the age of child. Most toys
have a suggested age range on the packaging. These are mostly for
guidance only and reflect what age groups the manufacturer believes will
find the toy most appealing. A warning symbol telling you that a toy is not
suitable for children under 36 months is important because it means that
the toy may contain parts that could choke a very young child.
Other safety marks can also help identify a safe toys. Toys should conform
to the European Standard BS EN 71. If this number is shown anywhere on
the toy or the packaging it shows that it has been tested to agreed safety
standards.

The Lion Mark can also be a helpful guide. Toys with the Lion Mark have been made to the
highest standards of safety and quality and the mark is used by members of the British Toy and
Hobby Association.
Toys may also carry a CE mark. This is a legal requirement for all toys sold in the European Union
and is not a guarantee of quality or safety.
I am designing a toy for a school project – what do I need to consider?
Manufacturers use the European Standard BS EN 71 to make sure they meet agreed safety
requirements. You may be able to get a copy of this document from your local reference library.
The Standard comes in several parts and gives information on requirements such as materials,
assembly, filling materials, packaging, sharp edges and resistance to flame.
You need to decide for what age of child your toy will be suitable. If the toy is for a child under
three years old you will need to find out how to check for choking hazards. Be aware that small
objects such as buttons or beads are not suitable for young children.
In addition to these basic requirements you will also need to think about the following:
• does the toy have moving parts? If so you need to make sure fingers will not be trapped in
the mechanism
• are you using wood? If so you must make sure it is smooth and will not splinter
• will the toy have to bear a child’s weight?
• are you using paint, varnish or other coatings? Make sure anything you use is designed for
use with children and is non toxic
• does the toy have strings or straps? Think about whether the toy could pose a
strangulation hazard for a young child.
It may be a good idea to go to a toy shop to look at how toys are designed and packaged to make
them appealing to children. Remember also that children are likely to play with your toy in ways
you had not expected. Watch children playing and see how they use the toys they have.
Further advice
For more information and advice on toy safety contact:
British Toy and Hobby Association
80 Camberwell Road
London
SE5 0EG
tel: 020 7701 7271
website: www.btha.org.uk
Contact Child Accident Prevention Trust at the address below for information on other child safety
issues or to request a copy of our leaflet How Safe are your Child’s Toys which contains examples
of the safety marks to look for.
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